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reform, and new business centres such as Nagasaki grew
up, while guilds or za were organized—which had almost
a monopoly in such trades as the sale of wine and rice.
Foreign trade throve, but so did piracy; and the threat
of the Mongols begins about the fourteenth century to
stimulate shipbuilding, already well developed.
In a word the dictatorship was justified by its fruits, and
the Japanese are grateful to Yoritomo.
In 1192 he became Sei-i-tai Shogun, or Great Conqueror
of the Barbarians, commander-in-chief and virtual dictator,
but did not long enjoy his power. His death in 1195,
when his son succeeded to the title of Shogun, was only to
illustrate the Japanese saying: Taisho ni tanega nashi—
*to a military leader no seed*—and the commissioner Hojo
Tokimasa became the wire-puller of this 'puppet Regent
of a puppet Emperor'.
The Japanese have named one of their insect pests Hojo,
and have little but abuse for the old usurper. Yet the
Hojo, though they did not call themselves Shogun, were
able to quell the hostile clans and to repel the Mongols;
and they gave Japan peace after long strife, and improved
her economic and cultural life.
II
The period is in fact marked by a new virility, and
coincides with the coming of a new spiritual impulse in the
contemplative school of Buddhism. Zen masters played a
great part in influencing scholars and artists as well as
soldiers and statesmen, and stimulated the growth of many
things characteristic of Japanese genius, No-drama, tea-
ceremony, flower-arrangement, landscape-gardening, and
a new and simpler architecture—these, with the stern code
of Bushido, are its fruits,
^ And if Zen Buddhism did this for the aristocrats a new
tide of the spirit was also flowing among the masses in the
pietistic Buddhism of the Western Paradise, of which the
Daibutsu Amida, set up at Kamakura in 1252, is the best
known expression. Great, not as a work of art, but in

